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ABSTRACT
Wildlife tourism (WT) is an emerging sector of tourism, majorly meant to view and/or encounter wildlife in the wild, captive, and semi-captive settings. Because of the new emerging economies, there is an increased demand for wildlife destinations in both, developing and developed nations. However, a comprehensive study is lacking in WT. In this context, the present study seeks to bring together and discuss the key findings on WT from the present literature and propose new approaches to research using co-citation, co-authorship, and co-occurrence analyses. Further, the study also considers research on WT conducted so far like attitudes, bird-watching, conservation, economics, hunting, mammals, management, marine monitoring, negative impacts, positive impacts, captive wildlife, and...
guidelines. A data set is created that includes authors, article titles, citations, countries, co-authorship, institutions, publication years and sources, keywords, and abstracts by collecting the bibliographies from Scopus and Web of Science (WoS) indexed journals with keywords search “Wild Life, Jungle and Tourism.” The study collected 1,519 and used 1,259 published articles from 1990 to 2020, and analyzed employing VOS viewer software, which has enabled us to understand the relationship and structure of the literature.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wildlife tourism is the world’s extensive nature-based tourism activity and is also viewed as a sustainable development tool because it is often described as non-consumptive and environmentally positive for wildlife (Newsome et al., 2012; Rodger et al., 2007; WTTC, 2019). WT research’s epistemology is a topic of ongoing debate and discussion (Benckendorff & Zehrer, 2013). According to the World Travel and Tourism Council (WTTC), the contribution of WT to the global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was about the US $120.1 billion to or 4.4% of the estimated direct global travel and tourism GDP of the US $2,751 billion in 2018 (WTTC, 2019). The shares of different WT sectors range from 36.3% in Africa, 8.6% in Latin America, 5.8% in Asia-Pacific, and 2% in North America to just 1.6% in Europe. Since the last two decades, WT has grown globally and gained more attention from research scholars (Semeniuk et al., 2010; Sedarati, et. al., 2019).

The literature on WT is substantial with diverse areas having been touched upon for research globally. The diverse nature of literature includes areas like conservation, WT, protected areas, attitudes, and behavioral studies of visitors, sustainable development, eco-tourism, and other forms. Dou & Day (2020), support the findings of this study by stating that the major countries contributing to wildlife and related tourism research include the United States of America (US), Australia, South Africa, and China. The research literature collected ranges from 1990 to 2020 and has been conducted by a wide
range of universities, government agencies, and conservation and protected areas management agencies. The research contributes to the literature on WT and also to comprehensive efforts of specialists in tourism, geography, environmental science, conservation science, wildlife biology, planning studies, leisure studies, outdoor recreation studies, and recreation ecology.

Xiao & Smith (2006) and Zhang & Chan (2020), acknowledged that tourism research is a maturing field with a close association with parent disciplines. Belhassen & Caton (2009), described that tourism is an infantile area of study that is highly influenced by other disciplines and research traditions. There are many ways of understanding the epistemology and knowledge structure of a discipline. The most popular being the analysis of its scholarly research and publications. Many researchers have put many efforts during the last two decades in determining the most productive and influential scholars, institutions and publications, ranking of tourism journals, individual researchers, and citation counts (Jamal et al., 2008; McKercher, 2008; Park et al., 2011; Schmidgall et al., 2007; Zhao & Ritchie, 2007). There is a bibliometric analysis of studies in WT that are either conducted country-wise, or that have been conducted in the past (Cong et al., 2017; Vaske et al., 2006). However, in the recent past, there have been no studies that analyze the specialized areas of WT research globally.

In this context, the present study believes that research on WT is fragmented and eclectic. Hence, it needs a systematic review of the present state, the main emerging contributions’ thrust areas, identification of critical research areas in WT, the areas that have inadequate research in WT, new subject areas, and citation patterns in WT research. Hence, this represents the context in which our research aims to contribute towards advancing the literature by carrying out a bibliometric analysis of the “WT” concept, seeking to grasp the research already undertaken.

The present study will be relevant to both, academicians and practitioners. Academicians will be benefited by understanding the new trends, emerging areas, developments, and an overview of research from the past two decades in the area of WT. The insights into the present study can give directions to and pave the way for future research. It is also essential for practitioners and policymakers as they require more information to facilitate their decision-making and actions in the area of tourism.
development that could improve the competitiveness, innovations of firms and destinations, conservation of the environment, patrimony to next generations, and development of quality of economic and social life of the destination community. Thus, this study is an attempt to answer three research questions. These are as follows:

RQ1: What is the current state of the knowledge base/structure of WT?
RQ2: Which research front/conceptual structure of WT is most popular and where are the academics lacking?
RQ3: What is the shape of the social network structure (based on authors, institutes, and countries) of the WT researchers’ community?

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1) WILDLIFE IN TOURISM

Wildlife tourism is mostly non-consumptive nowadays, including activities like viewing, photography, touching, and feeding, in contrast to killing, hunting, and recreational fishing (Auster et al., 2020).

“Wildlife tourism is based on the tourist encounter with undomesticated animals. These encounters could be either with animal’s natural environment or captivity.”

In economics, these classifications of WT can be considered a “product-market” with similar patterns of benefits to a group of customers. However, WT has positive impacts like the development of a community and funding for protecting the environment and habitats. In contrast, it also negatively impacts the environment, host communities, and animals. Thus, WTTC/WTO and other organizations are urging for sustainable development.

Wildlife tourism has grown in recent years and is continuing to grow. In this growth trajectory, WT has taken diverse forms like wildlife watching, captive wildlife, hunting and fishing tourism, and collection and conservation of animals (Auster et al., 2020). The
number of tourists who specifically want to see wildlife is increasing; these tourists display a wide range of ages, socioeconomic backgrounds, and motivations (Reynolds and Braithwaite, 2001; Khanra et al., 2021). We know the importance of WT and how its experience contributes to the consciousness of the human spirit. Non-consumptive WT can be considered a useful tool for engaging people with nature, to make them understand why nature is important to human beings, and assess how memorable experiences with wildlife and the environment can change the thinking of humankind (Ballantyne et al., 2011; Orams, 2002; Auster et al., 2020). Further, Orams, (2002) claims that there is a direct relationship between the health of the natural world and the mind and that people could suffer from “nature-deficit disorder.”

Local communities near WT destinations depend on the revenue generated from tourist arrivals. This revenue contributes to the development of local communities and the conservation of wildlife. It is also observed from some studies that revenue is lost due to the illegal killing of elephants in Africa. Thus, a well-established tourism system should be designed to prevent illegal hunting and contribute to the conservation of wildlife. Local communities’ attitude depends on different circumstances such as economic dependence on tourism, socio-demographic variables, proximity to attractions, and attachment to the area's culture. The success of WT depends on the positive attitude of host communities towards sustainability and conservation. This can be achieved through involvement, participation, and collaboration of host communities in the development of the region (Liu & Li, 2020; Bilynets & Cvelbar, 2020).

The impacts of WT on the environment and animals are addressed with the creation of protected areas by governments globally. These protected areas are attractive and resources for WT. On the contrary, the conservation of animals through WT has not always been having a positive relationship, and, on the other hand, there is a growing concern for sustainability in protected areas. The disturbance through tourism is reflected through altered behavior, altered vigor and productivity, changes in abundance, distribution, and population of species, and changes in the interaction of wildlife communities (Knight, 2010; Winter, 2020).

Wildlife tourism experience gives visitors education and knowledge about animals/species and contributes to the sustainable management of the environment. It
will not only add to the education aspect of visitors but also change the behavior of visitors towards wildlife. It can also add to the visitor’s satisfaction and attitude towards wildlife. Ballantyn et al. (2011) have developed a conceptual framework in understanding how the visitors’ experience can affect their attitude, understanding, and actions in relation to the natural environment. The analysis identified four levels of visitors’ response to wildlife experiences, namely, sensory impressions, emotional affinity, reflective response, and behavioral response. Ballantyn et al. (2011) has examined and found that tourist experiences are strongly mediated with humankind and nature by the use of jeeps, fences, hides, and trails. He has also investigated the essential ingredients for eliciting tourist memories such as landscape, touch, sound, “smell-scapes,” and multisensory facets that make experiences more memorable.

The large base of wildlife literature studies can majorly be categorized into conservation and sustainability, planning and development, economic views, and impacts on the host community, attitude and perceptional studies on tourist experiences (Ballantyn et al. 2011), and so on. Studies on WT can also be divided into conceptual studies and empirical studies; however, the majority of the studies are conceptual. Further, there are inadequate studies that talk about the overall literature on WT.

2.2) BIBLIOMETRIC STUDIES IN TOURISM

The bibliometric analysis is also employed in tourism literature to evaluate journals and authors who published them (Barrios et al., 2008; Hall, 2011; Tokić & Tokić, 2017; Zhang et al., 2015; Zopiatis et al., 2015; Kaurav, et. al., 2020; Khanra, et. al., 2021). Koseoglu et al., (2016) classified bibliometric analysis of tourism literature into six categories, namely, country analysis, discipline analysis, article identification, content analysis, ranking studies, and citation analysis. However, there are no studies found on bibliometric analysis on WT globally (limited to knowledge of researchers based on data from the WoS. Hence, the present study seeks to examine the co-occurrence and co-citation analysis of WT literature.

The bibliometric study is defined as “the quantitative study of physical published units, or bibliographic units, or the surrogates for either” (Broadus, 1987). In other words, the
A bibliometric study analyzes how the disciplines are evolved based on intellectual, conceptual, and social structures (Zupic & Čater, 2015). The analysis focuses on the scholarly research outputs, a phenomenon studied, methodology, sampling design, and statistical techniques from previously published research articles in research journals and conference proceedings (Cobo et al., 2011).

The bibliometric approach assesses the performance of the research publications, scholars, and institutions. Further, it gives an overall picture of the structure and dynamics of the area of study (Cobo et al., 2011). Therefore, bibliometric analysis can answer several questions like:

(a) How did the discipline evolve and what is the intellectual structure?
(b) What is the academic collaboration in the discipline/subject?
(c) What are the conceptual composition and development of the discipline?
(d) What is the best way to assess research output?
(e) How to examine the influence of researchers and institutions?
(f) What are the trends in the discipline, the important themes, research variables, the methodology adopted, and sampling methods used? (Koseoglu et al., 2016; Nerur, Rasheed, & Natarajan, 2008; Zupic & Čater, 2015; Khanra, et. al., 2021).

Benckendorff & Zehrer, (2013) described that bibliometric methods could be classified into two ways: (a) evaluative techniques; and (b) relational techniques. The evaluative techniques assess the effect (in terms of citations and usage) of academic studies by employing productive measures and metrics (Hall, 2011). At the same time, relational techniques deal with examining association among the published research, by considering the different categories of keywords, authors, an affiliation of authors, and citations. This technique helps researchers in describing the intellectual structure of the discipline, the domain social structure, and the advent of trends in research areas (Leydesdorff & Vaughan, 2006; Liwen & Jingkun, 2014; Nerur, Rasheed, & Pandey 2016; Pilkington & Lawton, 2014; Ronda-Pupo & Guerras-Martin, 2012).

Bibliometric analysis of research publications can be conducted broadly through five different methods. The first three methods are citation analysis, co-citation analysis, and bibliographic coupling that uses the citation data. The next two methods are co-author analysis and co-word analysis, wherein co-author analysis uses co-authorship data that
can derive a measure of collaboration, and co-word analysis deals with concepts that co-occur, drawn from document titles, keywords, and abstracts.

A majority of bibliometric studies conduct citation analysis of the research field by listing the most cited publications, journals, and authors. Assuming that the most cited publications are considered necessary, this proposition is based on the assumption that authors cite a research publication when they consider it as crucial for their research work. Further, the citation analysis can give information regarding the relative impact of publications; however, citation analysis can’t determine the networks and associations among research scholars (Üsdiken & Pasadeos, 1995; Liu & Li, 2020).

**Co-citation analysis** can be explained as the occurrence with which two units are cited together (Small, 1973). Co-citation analysis rests on the assumption that the more two items are cited together, the more it is likely that their content is co-related. There are different types of co-citation analyses—author co-citation analysis, journal co-citation analysis, and document co-citation analysis (McCain, 1990; White & Griffith, 1981; White & McCain, 1998).

**Bibliographic coupling** is a similarity measure like co-citation analysis, where two articles are bibliographically coupled when both the articles are cited simultaneously in a third article. The more the number of times the two articles are cited together, the higher the connection between them. It can be interpreted that when two documents are highly co-cited, it means individual documents are also highly cited (Jarneving, 2005). Hence, it can be determined that co-citation is essential for researchers citing them.

**Co-author analysis** assesses the social structure created by collaborating on research articles by the researchers (Acedo et al., 2006). A collaboration between the researchers is established when researchers publish a research article jointly (Lu & Wolfram, 2012). Hence, it is presumed that co-authoring a research publication is a measure of collaboration. Co-author analysis reveals the social ties among researchers more than any other relatedness measure.

**Co-word analysis** is a content analysis technique that utilizes words in documents as certain relationships between ideas (Callon et al., 1983) The concept underlying co-word analysis is that when a common word exists in documents, it can be understood that the concepts behind those words could be associated. Co-word analysis is the only method
to consider the content of the publication for similarity measure. In contrast, other methods like co-occurrence analysis compare the documents indirectly through citations.

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

As it is impossible to access all scientific production in the thematic area, the lack of availability, credibility, and reliability of information limit the bibliometric analysis (Álvarez-García et al., 2018; Álvarez-García et al., 2019). Therefore, the search criteria for the study were based on the scope of the review in the thematic (selected, i.e. WT) area. The WoS, which is one of the most popular and well-accepted multidisciplinary databases of the world, was chosen for this study (Chang & McAleer, 2012; Álvarez-García et al., 2018; Lima Santos, et al., 2020). WoS database was chosen to list high-quality scientific papers on rural tourism because: (a) it has a good selection and coverage of publications (Álvarez-García et al., 2018); (b) it applies rigorous quality standards for scientific material selection (Falagas et al., 2008); (c) it provides advance options to refine the information of database search results (Falagas et al., 2008); and (d) it provides access to download the scientific material details from the database as metadata.

The study conducted a bibliometric review of literature related to WT using VOS viewer software version 1.6.5. For constructing the bibliometric maps, clusters, and their reference networks, the methodologies have been adopted from Cardoso et al., (2020), Perianes-Rodriguez et al., (2016), Triantafyllou et al., (2020), and Van Eck & Waltman, (2010). Nowadays, the VOS viewer is more widely used in the bibliometric analysis as compared to the recent past (Blanco-Mesa et al., 2017), and it can offer formation and association of authors, countries, journals, and institutions. This study focuses on co-authorship analysis, co-occurrence analysis, co-citation analysis, and bibliographic coupling of WT using the VOS viewer software. These analyses are widely employed metrics used in the bibliometric literature (Garrigos-Simon et al., 2018; Mulet-Forteza et al., 2018; Merigó et al., 2020).

This research paper is bibliometric evaluative and bibliometric relational; the classification is offered by Koseoglu et al. (2016). The data collection includes only research articles while reviews, conference reports, proceedings, editorials, notes, letters,
and errata were excluded while collecting data. The data collection was carried out using the most widely recognized international indexing databases, WoS because WoS is of the highest standards and extensive coverage comparatively. WoS is an old database with a wider range of collection of research documents (Boyle & Sherman, 2006; McKercher, 2008). The authors used the following keywords and criteria for extracting the data (Figure 1): 

![Diagram showing data collection process]

The data collection using these keywords resulted in 1,519 documents. The search was performed for a publication period from 1990 to 2020 (Table 1 for classification details of the papers).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAIN INFORMATION ABOUT DATA</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timespan</td>
<td>1990:2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources (Journals, Books, Etc.)</td>
<td>568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
<td>1,519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Years From Publication</td>
<td>7.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Citations Per Documents</td>
<td>17.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Citations Per Year Per Doc</td>
<td>1.839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>57,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOCUMENT TYPES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Articles</td>
<td>1,259</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the evolution of publications in the field of WT from 2000 to 2020. A total of 1,259 research articles on WT have 26,425 citations with 17.4 average citations per document, which were collected from SCOPUS and WOS for analysis. Out of 1,259, only 499 (32.8%) articles had citations, while the remaining articles didn’t have citations. A majority of the documents were articles (N = 1,259, 82.8%) followed by proceeding papers (N = 91, 5.9%). The documents collected in the domain of WT have a total of 2,750 keywords and 4,146 author keywords. Among a total of 3,980 authors, 283 are single authors and 3,697 are authors of multi-authored documents who contributed through their research to WT. Further, it was found that there were 0.38 documents per author, 2.62 authors per document, and 3.32 co-authors per document. The C-Index in the domain of WT is at 3.09, which reveals the level of collaboration among authors. The details and structure of this study have been more clearly explained in Figure 2.
Further, the average h-index of the articles mentioned earlier is at 73. The articles published from 2002 to 2005 were lowest compared to other periods. Publications in WT have geared up from 2012 to 2020. Further, we observed a sustainable growth in publications from 2016 to 2019. The citations in WT increased linearly from 2005 to 2019, resembling the quality of research articles published during the mentioned period (Figure 3).
4.1) **TOP-CITED ARTICLES ON WILDLIFE TOURISM**

Table 2 indicates the ten most-cited articles on WT. To create this table, the ordinal ranking method was applied. The most prominent paper discusses the impact of micro-plastics in the deep-sea on wildlife, tourism, and shipping. The paper is a quantitative study conducted by collecting samples from the Atlantic Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, and the Indian Ocean for analyzing levels of micro-plastics (Woodall et al., 2014). The second-most cited article discusses the social and environmental impacts, and the responses and indicators of the mainstream tourism sector worldwide in five categories, namely, population, peace, prosperity, pollution, and protection (Buckley, 2012). The third most-cited article evaluates the impact of vessel activity on bottle-nose dolphins in Shark Bay, Australia. Bejder et al. (2006) and Weaver & Lawton (2007) had consolidated the literature pertaining to eco-tourism in the perspective of giving attention to critical areas such as quality control, the industry, and external environments or institutions after examining the literature of two decades.
Table 2: Ten most-cited research articles on wildlife tourism (as of May 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Article particulars</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Orams (2002) highlighted the issues and impacts of wildlife feeding by humans. His pioneering study concluded that there are psychological, social, and economic benefits on the human side; but wildlife has benefitted in very limited cases. Krüger (2005) concluded that prior planning, local involvement, and control measures are the approaches to help eco-tourism in the conservation of wildlife, and is an outcome of examining 251 case studies on eco-tourism from literature. Reynolds & Braithwaite (2001)
designed a conceptual framework constituting conservation, animal welfare, visitor satisfaction, and profitability about WT/recreation that can build sustainable tourism.

Ballantyne, et. al., (2011) examined participants’ memories of their WT experiences and developed a conceptual framework that could explain how such experiences can lead to long-term changes in conservation behavior. Their study classified the responses of visitors to four marine-based WT spots in South-East Queensland into sensory impressions, emotional affinity, thoughtful response, and behavioral response. Müllner et al. (2004) examined whether eco-tourism-protected habitats had any negative impacts on wildlife. The study investigated the effects of tourists on the reproductive success of hoatzins and the hormonal status of their chicks in Amazon Forest's lakes. It can be observed that the top-cited documents on wildlife literature cover versatile areas like conservation, tourists' responses, eco-tourism, and marine life, amongst many others. Further, the research designs cover quantitative, qualitative, and bibliographic studies.

In a summary, most of the top-cited papers on WT were conceptual and their themes were very diverse—ranging from the sea, sustainability, eco-tourism, human behavior, to other dimensions also. Surprisingly, the journals which published the WT papers are not limited to tourism-related journals. There were several across the borders of the discipline which also accepted papers themed on WT.

4.2) TOP CITED AUTHORS

A total of 4,064 authors have published 1,259 research studies on WT. Among these, only 38 authors have a minimum of ten citations, grouped into six clusters. Table 3 consists of a list of the top-cited authors who had published their research studies on WT. Roy, B. and Jan, P. have been the top-cited authors with 791 citations each, followed by Lars, B., with 521 citations. When total publications are grouped into six clusters, the majority of the authors have focused on publications related to WT, conservation, protected areas, tourism development, and sustainable development (cluster 1) (Table 3).
The top-cited authors and their recent publications on WT are mentioned in Table 4. Buckley, R. is a Professor at Griffith University with the highest number of citations (15,780) and an H-Index of 63, followed by Professor Ballantyne Roy from the University of Queensland with 10,777 citations and an H-Index of 51. Similarly, Professor Jan Packer (citations 9,138, H-Index 46), Bejder Lars (806,847), Susan A Moore (896,841), Karen Hughes (397,426), Gallagher, Austin J. (225,626), Karanth, Krithi K. (219,823), and Braunisch, Veronika (229,526) have followed the pattern. The number of citations and the H-index of McDonald, David W. was not retrievable from his university’s website.

The study finds a very interesting aspect regarding the top-cited authors. It is observed that a majority of authors belong to Australia. Hence, it can be concluded that major research studies in WT are happening in Australia. It is also observed that Buckley, Professor Ballantyne Roy, Professor Jan Packer, and Karen Hughes are associated with the University of Queensland. Further, Professor Ballantyne Roy and Professor Jan Packer have joint authorship in the field of conservation and WT (for details see Figure 4).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title of Recent Publication in Wildlife Tourism</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
<th>H-Index of the author</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>Total Citations of author*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buckley, Ralf</td>
<td>Economic value of protected areas via visitor mental health</td>
<td>Griffith University</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>(Buckley et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Nature Communications</td>
<td>15780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ballantyne, Roy</td>
<td>Exploring the factors that influence zoo visitors’ perceptions of the well-being of gorillas: implications for zoo exhibit interpretation</td>
<td>University of Queens land</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>(Packer et al., 2018)</td>
<td>Visitor Studies</td>
<td>10,777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bejder, Lars</td>
<td>Decline in relative abundance of bottlenose dolphins exposed to long-term disturbance</td>
<td>Dalhousie University</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>(Bejder et al., 2006)</td>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>8068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore, Susan A</td>
<td>Re-thinking visitor loyalty at ‘once in a lifetime’ nature-based tourism destinations: Empirical evidence from Purnululu National Park, Australia</td>
<td>Murdoch University</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>(Pinkus et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Journal of outdoor recreation and tourism</td>
<td>8968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Karen</td>
<td>Effective conservation behaviours for protecting marine environments: the views of the experts</td>
<td>University of Queens land</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>(Hofman et al., 2020)</td>
<td>Journal of Sustainable Tourism</td>
<td>3974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallagher, Austin J.</td>
<td>Emerging challenges to shark-diving tourism</td>
<td>University of Miami</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>(Gallagher &amp; Huveneers, 2018)</td>
<td>Marine Policy</td>
<td>2256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karanth, Krithi K.</td>
<td>Patterns of human–wildlife conflicts and compensation: Insights from Western Ghats protected areas</td>
<td>Centre for Wildlife Studies</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>(Karanth et al., 2013)</td>
<td>Biological Conservation</td>
<td>2198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macdonald, David W.</td>
<td>The Customer Isn’t Always Right-Conservation and Animal Welfare Implications of the Increasing Demand for Wildlife Tourism</td>
<td>University of Oxford</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>(Moorhouse et al., 2015)</td>
<td>PLOS ONE</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braunisch, Veronika</td>
<td>Habitat suitability modulates the response of wildlife to human recreation</td>
<td>University of Bern</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>(Coppes et al., 2018)</td>
<td>Biological conservation</td>
<td>2295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Overall citations of author

Table 4: List of the top-cited authors’ recent publications on wildlife tourism
Source: Authors
4.3) LIST OF TOP-CITATION JOURNALS

Table 5 lists the top journals in order of their citations in WT literature. Each node explains the activity and the number of published articles. Further, citation frequency can be inferred from the distance between each journal. A total of 568 journals were identified to have published literature on WT and were clustered into nine groups (each group with a different color) in Figure 5. Link strength and number citations divide the journals into different clusters. Of these journals, only 60 journals have more than 10 citations in WT literature. The first cluster has 17 journals related to conservation, ecology, environment, and biodiversity. The second cluster has 11 journals related to biological conservation, ecological, environmental and wildlife management, and wildlife biology. The third cluster has 9 journals related to WT, recreation, tourism management, and sustainability. The remaining clusters have 23 journals related to marine, animal conservation, economics, and ocean and coastal management. Table 5 indicates the most cited journals (sources). To create this table, the ordinal ranking method was applied.

Out of 1,259 publications on WT, the twelve top-cited journals mentioned next, published a total of 347 documents (22.8%). Further, the three top-cited journals published 4% of the documents relatively.

According to citations and documents in WT and link strength, Tourism Management Journal (citations 3,004, documents 67, and link strength 520) has led the group of journals publishing studies on WT, followed by Biological Conservation (citations 1,943, documents 16, and link strength 430), Journal of Sustainable Tourism (citations 1,299,
documents 63, and link strength 274), Environmental Conservation (citations 1,128, documents 23, and link strength 135), Conservation Biology (citations 1,040, documents 11, and link strength 77), Environmental Management (citations 841, documents 19, and link strength 114), Annals of Tourism Research (citations 708, documents 12, and link strength 50), Biodiversity and Conservation (citations 629, documents 20, and link strength 107), Plos One (citations 629, documents 33, and link strength 161), Journal of Wildlife Management (citations 455, documents 16, and link strength 49), Marine Ecology Progress Series (citations 438, documents 9, and link strength 120), and Journal of Environmental Management (citation 435, documents 13, and link strength 121).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Name of the Journal</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Total Link Strength</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tourism Management</td>
<td>3,004</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Biological Conservation</td>
<td>1,943</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Journal of Sustainable Tourism</td>
<td>1,299</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Environmental Conservation</td>
<td>1,128</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Conservation Biology</td>
<td>1,040</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Environmental Management</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Annals of Tourism Research</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Biodiversity and Conservation</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Plos One</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Journal of Wildlife Management</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Top citation journals (sources)
Source: Authors
From these top-cited journals, as listed in Table 5, it can be observed that the majority of journals belong to the first three clusters, as mentioned earlier. Journal of Sustainable Tourism (citations 1,299 and link strength 520), Environmental Conservation (citations 1,128 and link strength 135), Environmental Management (citations 841 and link strength 114), and Biodiversity and Conservation (citations 629 and link strength 107) belong to cluster one. Biological Conservation (citations 1,943 and link strength 430), Conservation Biology (citations 1,040 and link strength 77), Journal of Wildlife Management (citations 455 and link strength 49), and Journal of Environmental Management (citations 841 and link strength 111) belong to cluster two. Tourism Management (citations 3,004 and link strength 520), and Annals of Tourism Research (citations 708 and link strength 50) belong to cluster three.

Hence, it can be summarized that top-cited literature in WT is majorly available in Tourism Management, followed by the Journal of Sustainable Tourism and Annals of Tourism Research. Further, it can be observed that conservation and sustainability
studies in WT are published in Biological Conservation, followed by Environmental Conservation and Biology Conservation. It is also observed that among all the journal lists, Tourism Management takes the first place since it has a high link strength and number of citations.

**4.4) BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUPLING**

This analysis identifies the group of documents with common references (For example, two documents A and B are grouped when they cite document C). This analyses another perspective of understanding the relatedness of the author by examining bibliographic coupling. The analysis is summarized in Table 6. For developing this matrix, an ordinal ranking method was applied. Observing the strength and citations, the rank was led by Dearden Philip (link strength 11,213, citations 222, and documents 13), Huveneers Charlie (link strength 10,915, citations 103, and documents 10), Newsome David (link strength 8,131, citations 133, and documents 11), Lusseau David (link strength 7,643, citations 216, and documents 12), and Bejder Lars (link strength 7,229, citations 521, and documents 8).

Among the 4,064 authors, 378 have a minimum of two documents with common references. These authors with bibliographic coupling are grouped into 12 clusters. It can be observed from Table 6 that the top-ten authors belong to clusters three, four, and five. The top authors, as mentioned next, have focused their research mainly on tourist satisfaction, behavioral studies, white sharks and whale watching, wild animals, and protected areas.

It is found that Dearden Philip, Huveneers Charlie, and David Newsome, the top-authors with high relatedness in WT literature, belong to the field of sciences and their studies are related to the conservation of rare species, animal behavior, and the environmental impacts of WT. Dearden Philip is associated with the University of Victoria, working as a Professor in the Geography department and his research interests lie in the areas of conservation, protected areas, marine, and tropics. Huveneers Charlie is an Associate Professor at Flinders University and his area of research interest is fish biology and ecology. Even though these two authors belong to the field of sciences, their studies
David Newsome (associated with Murdoch University) has a research interest in ecotourism, WT, geo-tourism, and protected area management. His studies address the impacts and management of destinations and sustainability pertaining to WT. Hence, it can be understood that the science faculty is displaying a higher level of relatedness in WT studies as compared to the tourism faculty. It could also be inferred that collaboration is a way of sharing knowledge and improving research performance for the academic world.

### Table 6: Bibliographic coupling of references in wildlife tourism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Link Strength</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dearden Philip</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>11213</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Huveneers Charlie</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>10915</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Newsome David</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>8131</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lusseau David</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>7643</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Bejder Lars</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>7229</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rollins Rick</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>7008</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Apps Kirin</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>6981</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Gallagher Austin J</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>6972</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hammerschlag Neil</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>6355</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Christiansen Fredrik</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>6275</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

### 4.5) KEYWORD ANALYSIS

Keyword analysis involves the observation of the most frequently used words in WT literature. This analysis is done through keyword co-occurrence analysis. This analysis focuses on keywords appearing in the abstract section. The objective of keyword analysis is to visualize the trends of the most important research areas in the field of WT. The keyword analysis technique lists out the number of documents in which two keywords appear together. Out of 6,033 keywords in WT literature with a minimum occurrence of 15 times, 111 keywords were identified. These identified keywords are formed into five clusters. The size of the node represents high occurrence and the lines between the nodes represent the frequency of occurrence of the two words together in different articles. The smaller the distance between the keywords, the significantly higher the relationship between these two words relative to other co-occurring words. The different colors represent different clusters of keywords. The top-ten keywords with high link
strength and occurrence and the clusters formed are summarized in Table 7. This table was created on the basis of the ordinal ranking method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Key Words</th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Total Link Strength</th>
<th>Cluster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>1472</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Wildlife</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Management</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>1171</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Eco-tourism</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Protected Areas</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>767</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Wildlife Tourism</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Attitudes</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Behavior</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Biodiversity</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Keywords in wildlife tourism
Source: Authors

The most frequent keywords were “conservation” (occurrence 350 and link strength 1,547), “tourism” (3,971,472), “wildlife” (2,821,256), “management” (2,441,171), “ecotourism” (211,964), “protected areas” (149,767), “wildlife tourism” (184,710), “attitudes” (111,589), “behavior” (125,565), and “biodiversity” (107,547).

Overall analysis indicates that the keywords could be classified into four categories, namely: (i) conservation, (ii) behavior, (iii) wildlife, and (iv) ecosystems-climate. The keyword related to science, i.e. “conservation” takes the front seat as compared to tourism-related keywords. When the keywords are categorized based on pure sciences and tourism, a majority of the keywords fall in the domain of science. However, all the keywords mentioned earlier are very relevant to WT literature, addressing wildlife management at destinations. The keywords such as tourism, management, eco-tourism, and attitudes of tourists belong to pure tourism studies. Hence, it is evident from the earlier-mentioned results that studies based on pure sciences on the impacts on wildlife and the environment are inseparable from WT literature. These clear-cut clusters can be adopted by the researchers for further studies and classification purposes.

Figure 6 suggests that the yellow cluster (which encompasses the following keywords: ecosystem, climate change, vegetation, and habitat), needs specific attention from the researchers in the field of WT. This also helps in understanding that cluster four seems weak and offers more potential to the young researchers. This could also be used as guidelines and to make future research more promising.
4.6) COUNTRIES WITH HIGH CITATIONS

This study analyzed the structure of research collaboration between countries in the area of WT, intending to understand the behaviors of research teams. The distance between the nodes represents the degree of collaboration between the countries in the research area of WT, and their influence is represented in diverse nodes. Out of 113 countries that published WT research, 57 have a minimum of 5 documents and 10 citations. According to link strength and number of documents and citations, the 113 countries are grouped into nine clusters (see Table 8). The ranking method used for Table 8 was ordinal ranking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Countries</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>8,783</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>263</td>
<td>5,775</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>3,741</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>2,992</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8: Countries with high citations in wildlife tourism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Citations</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1,480</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1,354</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1,249</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>1,154</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1,115</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1,032</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors

According to the number of documents and citations of the countries, the US (documents 388 and citations 8,783) has led cluster one: New Zealand (471,249), Kenya (571,154), and Switzerland (341,115) have led; cluster two: Australia (2,635,775) has led; cluster three: England (1,493,741) has led; cluster four: Canada (1,262,992), South Africa (1,251,480), and Scotland (451,354) have led; and cluster six: Germany (531,032), Spain (43,994), Norway (44,966), and India (46,573) have this cluster.

It can be observed from the relationship structure among the countries that the US, South Africa, and Kenya of cluster one have strong collaborations in WT publications. Similarly, Switzerland, Germany, and Spain belong to cluster two; Australia, Canada, and New Zealand belong to cluster three; England, India, Norway, and Portugal belong to cluster four. According to the link strength and citations, the first cluster is led by the US (cluster in red color), followed by South Africa. It is observed from Table 8 that African countries have more dominance in cluster one. Cluster two belongs to European countries and cluster three is dominated by Australia. Hence, it can be understood that a majority of the research studies in wildlife areas have been taken up in the US, Africa, Europe, and Australia. It is a well-known fact that wildlife resources are predominant in Africa, followed by Australia. Hence, it is evident from this analysis that a majority of the research studies, too, are present in these continents.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The paper aims to give a broader view of the trends and structure of the literature in WT from the past two decades. The study stresses the importance of WT to the economy and the researchers. The study discusses the issues theoretically and also highlights the
relevance of research in WT in the present scenario. Hence, the study has explored the topic of WT; its multi-dimensional areas that encompass conservation, community role and its impact, sustainability, tourism management, tourist behavior, protected areas, wildlife animals, marine, and ecology.

Initially, the literature study searched for the earlier bibliometric analysis studies and structures in the field of WT. However, no bibliometric and visualization analyses were found in the area of WT literature. Considering the prevailing scenario and the significance of the bibliometric approach, this study investigated the bibliometric and visualization analyses of WT-related articles. The findings of the analysis emphasized the need to consider the area of WT from an interdisciplinary perspective. WT is an integration of various disciplines of science like ecology, conservation, sustainability, marine life, and protected areas. On the other hand, tourism management, WT, community impact and its role, tourist behavior, and economics with a management perspective are integral parts of WT.

The research in the area of WT had been evolving consistently from 2000 and has experienced massive growth from 2016 to 2020. 1,259 documents have been published in the area of WT in the last two decades. The articles considered in the study are those published in reputed journals with indexing in SCOPUS and WOS databases since they have reliable coverage. A total of 4,064 authors and 113 countries are working in the area of WT with more than 25,000 citations. Currently, more than 200 articles are being published each year in WT. Though we could see growth in the publications in WT, literature pertaining to it is still scarce. This paper is pioneering in analyzing the trends and structure of WT research.

Examining databases like SCOPUS and WOS gave an indication that the top five journals publishing research on WT are Tourism Management, Biological Conservation, Journal of Sustainable Tourism, Environmental Conservation, and Conservation Biology. Further, the main categories of publication are conservation, tourism management, biology, sustainability, and wild animals. These categories are expanding to other disciplines.

The keyword occurrence analysis reveals that “conservation,” “tourism,” “wildlife,” “management,” and “ecotourism” are the prominently used keywords in the literature of
WT. This indicates the relevance of tourism, management, behavioral studies, and environmental science as broad discipline areas found in the literature. The co-occurrence analysis indicates the prominent countries focusing on the area of WT to be South Africa, New Zealand, Kenya, Nepal, Namibia, and Tanzania (Figure 6).

Co-citation analysis indicated the top-cited articles written by Woodall and Lucy, C., followed by Buckley, among 1,259 documents of WT literature. The author co-citation analysis revealed six clusters, of which authors from the first two clusters are top-cited; Ballantyne Roy and Packer Jan are the authors who led the rank out of 4,064 authors who published research on WT. Interestingly, these two authors are colleagues working at the University of Queensland. Ballantyne Roy deals with visitor research, environmental learning and interpretation, eco-wildlife tourism, and environmental education, while Packer Jan deals with visitors’ experience, zoos, aquariums, and sustainability. Cluster two is led by Bejder Lars and Gallagher Austin J., who belong to Dalhousie University and the University of Miami, respectively. Bejder Lars’ research interests are in the areas of conservation biology, animal behavior, impact assessment, social structure, and resource management. At the same time, Gallagher Austin J.’s research interests are in the areas of behavior, physiology, ecology, marine biology, and conservation biology.

The bibliographic coupling of authors indicated twelve clusters and the top-ten authors belong to clusters three, four, and five. Dearden Philip, who leads cluster three, focused his studies on conservation, protected areas, and marine tropics, followed by Huveneers Charlie. His studies were in the area of fish biology and ecology. Newsome David, who leads cluster four, dealt with ecotourism, WT, geo-tourism, and protected area management. Lusseau David, who leads cluster five, deals with quantitative behavior, quantitative biology, quantitative governance, sustainability, and decision theory.

The citation analysis of WT literature indicated the predominant WT studies are carried out in countries like the US, Africa, and Australia. The study indicates that the top institutes analyzing the tourism field (by author affiliation analysis) are the Queensland University, Griffith University, Dalhousie University, Murdoch University, the University of Miami, Centre for Wildlife Studies, the University of Oxford, and the University of Ben.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

**RQ1: What is the current state of the knowledge base/structure of WT?** This study on bibliometric analysis of WT literature has indicated diverse and broad areas of research that should be integrated and reconciled in the diverse perspectives. The broad areas of study identified are conservation, ecology, sustainability, wildlife animals, protected areas and environmental impacts, aspects of science, tourism, management, economics, local community, and visitors’ behavior. These results are essential to practitioners for drawing the required policies. It is also significant for researchers to understand the connections between the sub-topics of WT and some new topics that could open new areas for research. The key is “collaboration as a way of sharing knowledge and improving research performance.” A large network of collaborations is missing, in totality.

**RQ2: Which research front/conceptual structure of WT is most popular and where are the academics lacking?** The policymakers need to integrate and have balance in addressing the issues of diverse fields of WT like environmental issues, ecology, conservation, and sustainability on one side; and on the other side, focusing on visitors’ satisfaction, management, economics, and local community for developing a sustainable and a popular destination of WT. It is observed that there are inadequate studies on crowd management, risk and safety, social media, and technological aspects in WT. However, the earlier-mentioned areas are also crucial to consider while designing policies for the sustainable development of WT.

The researchers can get the advantage of this study by venturing into new areas and focusing on areas where there are inadequate studies. This study gives researchers a comprehensive understanding of the literature piled up during the last two decades through structure and relationship analysis.

**RQ3: What is the shape of the social network structure of the WT researchers’ community?** The study gives an overall idea about prominent researchers in this field, trends in WT, which countries are collaborating in WT research, and what are journals that are publishing research on this topic. This study also stresses the need to attract attention to the areas within management like marketing, human resource management,
innovation, and ethics. This suggests that academicians from social sciences are not actively researching WT.

Bottleneck of this research is that the studies on WT need to focus more on empirical and methodological articles related to the diverse areas in WT, which seems to be missing.

6.1) LIMITATIONS

Apart from this conclusion, the study has its limitations that can also help authors with their future research. The methodology of using bibliometric and visualization analysis is an objective treatment of keywords, author(s’) names, journals, and references of an article that could exacerbate perplexing results if the study is not supplemented with qualitative studies. Secondly, the sample of the study was collected from WOS and SCOPUS indexed journals, not considering other indexing sources. To add to it, the study has considered articles published in journals, not considering the proceedings, books, letters, and notes. Hence, avoiding these limitations in future studies can offer new and exciting analyses.

Prospective studies in the future can focus on the trends visualized through different analyses used in the present study. The researchers could observe the evolution of keywords in the area of WT literature and make an in-depth analysis of various clusters or themes mentioned in the study. Furthermore, the researchers can adopt new methodologies in bibliometric analysis to study and structure WT literature. Further, researchers can use other software such as BibExcel, CiteSpace, Eigenfactor Score, HistCite, and Pajek for deeper analysis of literature. All these could enrich and extend the literature of WT.
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